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Akinator apk online

Can someone read your mind? Some people say it's possible, and also that our star sign affects our personality and destiny, but no one has been able to prove it yet. Currently, the closest to reading our minds is resorting to a countdown system like the one used by Akinator genie in this Android app. Put Android genie to the test This app can help us have a
good and fun time with a game in which we can put the main character to the test by thinking about a real-life or fictional character, and which genie will try to guess by asking us a number of questions. It contains an algorithm that helps it combine the information we provide and compare it with a huge database to find the right answer. Play with this genie
and see if he can guess all the real-life and fictional characters. Try not to think of unusual or long-time forgotten characters. Win Geniz to unlock new wallpapers and other elements to customize the genie to your liking. They're going to be a vampire, a cowboy, a disco star... Take part in everyday challenges and try to find five famous characters to win extra
Geniz points. Children's filter to protect the youngest members of the household from content that is not suitable for their age. Available in several languages. You can play in English, Spanish, Arabic, French... Real or fiction, dead or alive: this genie is able to guess what you think. How Akinator works How to play is very simple, you only have to follow these
steps: Step 1: think in character, whether real or fictional, dead or alive. Step 2: Answer the questions that the genie will ask you, choosing between any of the options given. Step 3: You have to be really honest. You're not going anywhere to lie ... And you can play this game for hours on end. And if the genie is unable to guess what you think (which means
you were very creative), it will allow you to send your character so that he can become part of his huge database. On the other hand, thanks to the myworld feature, you can play with people from your circle. This means that if you have enough to play with celebrities and other famous people, you can have fun letting the genie guess your friends and family
even if they don't have an app. Download his APK right now from Malavid and have fun on your smartphone or tablet. In any case, you should know that you can also play Akinator for PC thanks to its online version accessible from your web browser. Akinator vip Genie 8.2.1 fully paid latest version is a fun app for AndroidFree download Akinator Genie vip
APK Mod for Android with direct linkAkinator Genie APK mod is a Utility Android app with mod from dlandroid. The famous Genie must accept the challenge. To help him, go look for the Aki Awards... Akinator can read your mind and tell you what character you think about, just by asking a few questions. Think of a real or fictional character and Akinator will
try to guess who he is. Dare you attack the Genie? Discover the new Akinometer, Challenge your friends on the leaderboards to prove who's the best. If you want your kids to be able to play safely, turn on the baby filter. PLAY MORE, WITHOUT ANY RESTRICTIONS! Akinator welcomes you in his laboratory to show you the most unusual and unusual
potions (paid potions). - Supercharged potion unlocks many new characters. Can you beat Akinator? - Radiant potion removes all ads from the app. ULTIMATE ELIXIR! Akinator deserves the best! This potion combines the effects of everyone else. It also allows you to customize your characters so you too can impress your friends. GO SEARCH AKI
AWARDS Akinator invites you to think outside the box. As you know, he likes to guess the characters and takes up the challenges increasingly difficult. To make him guess forgotten characters that have not been played for a very long time. Compare your trophies with your friends in Facebook Games.UNLEASH your creativity thanks to Geniz, you can
unlock and play with a new background and customize Akinator as you want. The genie turns into a vampire, a cow boy or a disco. Keep guessing Every day, try to find 5 mysterious characters and win extra Geniz to customize your favorite Genie.TRY OUT MyWorld EXPERIENCE Talents Akinator never ends! Another surprise from Genie: with MyWorld,
discover a new way of playing. Challenge Akinator even more: Make him guess who your relatives and friends are and gather them all up in your own MyWorld galerie. Even better! Akinator can guess your friends and relatives even if you're not playing. Impossible?! Hand over your cellphone to your friends and check out the MyWorld experienceâ€¦
Warning: -Akinator requires an Internet connection to use its magic lamp. Turn on Wifi or be sure to have a data plan. -Available in several languages (French, English, Spanish, Portuguese, German, Japanese, Arabic, Russian, Italian, Chinese, Turkish, Korean, Hebrew, Polish and Dutch) - To select your language, be sure to scroll down the find list. What's
New: Added Akinator User Accounts Minor Bugs fixedMod APK info: Big Money Google Play Select the next game themed step into the fantastic world of Akinator Online and have this AI simulator read your mind! Before you start the game, you need to think of a character from a movie like Snow White or Cinderella for example. Akinator will then ask you a
series of questions to narrow down your possible choice and help him guess your answer! This simulator works very well if you know the selected character well and can answer questions about them easily. The questions asked could be specific as doing your character ride on a magic carpet (Aladdin) or generic like your character from a movie. You can
have hours of fun playing this game and see if you can outsmat Alkinator and make him guess incorrectly! Developer &amp; Platform Akinator Online is developed by Elokence, French IT engineering company. It is available as a browser game and as an Android app. Control the left mouse button to select anwer. Akinator Genie will guess who you think in
seconds! It's time to attack him! Akinator asks you a few questions. Just answer them, and Genie will soon read your mind and reveal who you're thinking about. It could be a real person or a fictional character. Akinator knows everything and everyone! With the MyWorld Experience, you can now make Akinator try to guess your friends and family members
too, offering you a whole new way to play. Collect your characters in your MyWorld gallery! Your friends in real life will be able to guess even if you are not playing! Challenge the Genie and give him a hard time. Let them guess old characters that haven't been guessed at for a long time and get aki awards this way! If you manage to get 5 characters every
day, you can win geniz customize Akinator the way you want and change its background to what you like. You can turn him into a cowboy, vampire or disco dancer. To make it even more interesting, there is now an Akinometer that gives you the opportunity to challenge your friends in online rankings. And don't worry. If you have children, they can also play.
Turn on the baby filter to give them a nice and safe gaming experience. Akinator Genie is a master of mind reading and captivates you on how quickly he can guess all the characters you think about. Are you ready to be kidnapped? Do you like mind reading and guessing games? Can you beat an all-power genie by thinking of a character or person that is
unable to guess? If so, then you will find this game genie to your liking. Akinator is a nice game in which you have the opportunity to think of people and fictional characters and have a genie guess who they are. It allows you to challenge the mind-reading powers of the genie and try to find people or characters they don't know. The genie will ask you a few
questions about the character you want him to guess. You need to make sure that you answer these questions honestly and to the best of your ability. Akinator has slick gameplay and decent graphics. Its controls are user friendly as well. However, the best aspect of this genie game, which makes it so addictive to play, is the genie's mind-reading ability. It
has a mysterious ability to ask questions that are directly related to the person or character you were thinking of. If you continue answering questions that ask you as honestly as possible, then you may guess the name of the person or character in minutes. Your task is to think of those characters that have been forgotten and can not be easily guessed by the
genie. A rarer character is harder it would be for a genie to guess. You can even beat the genie by thinking of a character who can't guess. This game of genie offers you the opportunity to win aki awards if you can think of or people that are not commonly thought of by other people. For example, if you think of a popular personality, then it is highly likely that
many others thought that too. Thinking about these people will earn you the Standard Aki Award. However, if you think the characters, either real or fictional, are not usually thought of by others then you may have a chance to win better Aki Awards than bronze, silver or gold. Winning these awards can help you increase your ranking in the Hall of Fame. Here
you can find out who the best players are and how many awards they have accumulated. Akinator provides everyday challenges for you well. These challenges require you to think of a particular character for a genie to guess. If you can complete the daily challenges, you will not only receive the prestigious Aki Prize, but also get a lot of gold as a reward.
This gold you earn can be spent on customizing the look and look of the genie. This genie game offers a wardrobe for you filled with a few amazing clothes and hats. You can buy them using gold and genie dresses in different combinations to make him look cool. Features: Think of real people as well as fictional characters Answer simple questions by genie
Defeat genie thinking person you can't guess Get different Aki Awards for thinking forgotten characters Earn your place in the Hall of Fame by winning multiple awards Complete daily challenges to win prestigious awards and gold Customize the look of the genie according to your children's filter preferences for letting kids play in a safe environment supports
different languages Conclusion A: Akinator is a game application that is aimed at people who are interested in playing mind reading and guessing games. It offers them the opportunity to challenge a genie to guess the character or person they are thinking of after asking a few simple questions. It's a genie game worth having on your phone if you want to pass
the time while having a lot of fun. Fun.
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